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Chapter 47
Ethics, Propaganda and Feminist ‘Research’

Ethics/ethical: ‘The study of morals in human conduct; honourable; morally correct; the moral 
quality of a course of action; any set of moral principles or values; propriety.’1

•	 	Feminist ‘research’ is ethically bankrupt

Central to the fundamental flaws in ‘action/advocacy research’ is the issue of ethics. The 
issue of ethics in this context includes the concepts of personal values, beliefs, judgements, 
viewpoints, honesty and integrity. Hitchcock and Hughes stress that at the core of the ethical 
dimension in research is personal responsibility:

‘Responsibilities relate to the individual researcher, the participants in the research, professional 
colleagues…and towards the sponsors of the research’.2

Feminist ‘researchers’ disregard these fundamental responsibilities. They have created their 
own ethical stance, the sole thrust of which is that Feminist ‘research’ should advance the 
Feminist Ideology and agenda, leading primarily to the promotion of special privileges 
for women/Feminists (defined by Feminists themselves, not by women in general), and 
whenever possible, to the blaming and condemnation of men.
Hitchcock’s and Hughes’s comments regarding ‘action researchers having a responsibility 
toward their sponsors’ is significant. Whenever a Feminist organisation or group wishes to 
promote an issue, or to counter a claim that men are discriminated against, it will sponsor a 
‘friendly’ university to produce ‘research’ that can be used as a gender-weapon. Examples 
will be given in a later chapter.
Christina Hoff Sommers has noted the lack of ethics in Feminist ‘research’:

‘According to one Washington D.C. researcher to whom I recently spoke: “Under Secretary Shalala, 
Health and Human Services has been mobilised as the research and policy arm of the feminist 
movement”.’3 

Essentially, Feminism’s self-justifying, self-promoting, self-defined ‘research’ methods give 
Feminism’s ‘researchers’ a licence to cheat and lie, to promote its Ideology and to promote 
its agenda. The actual processes and conclusions of their ‘research’ are meaningless because 
the functions of process and outcome are, for Feminist ‘researchers’, simply political actions; 
and therefore have no ethical (research) constraints. This reduces their ‘research’ to nothing 
more than propaganda.

***
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Feminists themselves have no shame in admitting this:

-   ‘A feminist ethic differs from the traditional sociological ethic in several fundamental ways. While 
the goal of traditional social science is to gain knowledge for the ‘advancement/enlightenment’ of 
the discipline, the feminist analyses social aggression to empower herself, wimmin, and minorities. 
Whereas the traditional scientist is accountable to the profession, the feminist is accountable to the 
wimmin’s movement, a feminist ethic, and women in general.’4 

•	 	So ‘research’ carried out by Feminists is designed to advance the Feminist Ideology 
and agenda

Again,

-   ‘The professionalisation of feminist politics, whereby a business network of trained gender experts 
has largely replaced social movement activism, means that the nature of the dialogue has become 
increasingly bound by the conventions of rationalist epistemologies and the predetermined strategic 
goals.’5

•	 	So ‘gender experts’ who carry out ‘research’ must ‘predetermine strategic goals’ that will 
advance ‘feminist policies’. These ‘trained gender experts’ (university-trained gender-
warriors) have replaced women’s activists as the main type of Feminist Ideologue. The 
Feminist ‘researchers’ have predominantly strategic goals

•	 	In this sense, Feminist ‘gender experts’ have become modern Feminism’s gender-
weapons-of-choice

Again,

-  The Feminist team, Stanley and Wise, discussing social science research, conclude: 

1.  ‘That research should be on, by, and for women

2.   Finally, feminist research should be “engaged” and therefore useful to the Women’s Movement.’6

Again,

-   ‘At the heart of feminist methodology is the idea that feminist research must be for women, that it 
should be improving the daily life and general lot of women.’7

•	 	Feminist ‘researchers’ set out to change the lives of women for the better – predetermining 
their conclusions. There are no equivalent ‘male researchers’ concocting ‘research’ to 
influence social policy to improve men’s lives. Such politically incorrect ‘research’ would 
never be permitted in our universities, and would certainly not attract funding

Again,

-   ‘...the goal of feminist research should be social change.’8

•	 	One aim of Feminist ‘research’ is to progress the Quiet Revolution
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Again,

-   ‘Research should contribute to women’s liberation through producing knowledge that can be used 
by women themselves; should use methods of gaining knowledge that are not aggressive; should 
continually develop feminist critical perspectives that question dominant intellectual traditions and 
can reflect on its own development.’9

•	 	Note the use of the word ‘continually’ and its significance for ‘Forever’ Feminism (and its 
significance for progressing Feminism’s Quiet Revolution)

Feminist ‘research’ has no ethical basis and therefore, when used as propaganda, has no relation 
to ‘truth’; Feminist ‘research’ is not simply disingenuous, it is downright dishonest. It should 
not, therefore, be used by governments to inform pro-Feminist/anti-men social policy. But it 
consistently is.

***

Admittedly, all researchers, including those who undertake genuine ‘positive’ research, 
will have their own personal biases on the subject they are studying. No researcher can be 
100 per cent objective and neutral. However, there is a world of difference between, on the 
one hand, a researcher having a personal bias, being aware of this bias and consciously, 
and conscientiously, attempting to keep the principles of neutrality and objectivity in the 
forefront of his or her mind in order to negate this bias; and on the other hand, a ‘researcher’ 
who specifically sets out to shape her ‘research’ with the deliberate intention of using it for sexual 
political propaganda purposes, to promote her Ideology and agenda.

•	 	By no stretch of the imagination can the latter type of ‘researcher’ be regarded as 
authoritative or honest. Yet in Feminist Britain it is their ‘research’ that informs 
governments’ social policy

‘No one cares what the real numbers are, they just want to make political statements.’10

•	 	And we have seen examples of this intentional dishonesty with the Feminist issues  
of the pay gap, the ‘glass ceiling’, trafficked women, sexual harassment, domestic violence 
and rape

‘Harriet Harman, the Minister for Women, was given an official warning last night for exaggerating 
the pay gap between men and women.’

It needs to be noted that some Feminist ‘research’ is undertaken by Male Feminists: this gives 
its ‘findings’ an extra dimension of authenticity and credibility. But the methodology, aims, 
Ideological direction...and dishonesty, are the same. Whichever sex undertakes it, Feminist 
‘research’ is ethically bankrupt. Essentially then, Feminist ‘research’ is a further Feminist 
Fraud, it is simply propaganda.


